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ABSTRACT

The game is sure to be a part of everyone. Because of this project
is trying to create a game. Battle Ship is a game of strategies that have
been  made  since  the  2000s.  Game who  earlier  have  not  used  touch
screen and a  display that  is  still  simple.  With  the  previous game,  this
project will create the same game genre with new interface.

Before  starting  the  manufacturing  project,  we  will  take  several
steps, the first step is MIT App Inventor Explore how to use, how to enter
logic. Analysis and Design is creating a menu of what will be displayed in
this project. Creating Design step for making the design screen in game.
Creating Logic is combining design and logic. And Lastly is Testing, this
step contain testing game in android smart phone.

This Project will create a game called Tower war. This Game will be
played by two players. For this game uses the data storage array list. the
game is the player randomly insert into a block that appears and turns with
other players. When all was ready the players will take turns selecting a
block at random but already contains a block of the other players. If no
content block score will increase 2 otherwise be reduced 1. Winners will
be displayed after all the players are done playing.
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PREFACE

In this journal will contain about making an application project using

MIT App Inventor 2. In Chapter 1 will  contain an introduction about the

development of smart phones in the world by using the android OS. In this

chapter also contains about any limitations in making applications so that

this project will be run according to the provisions that have been made.

In  the next  chapter  is  about  the project  that  has been made by

others using MIT App Inventor 2. This application is used to allow a user

who wants to search for travel information in Gunung Kidul.

Chapter 3 will contain the step by step of this project, begins with a

game concept that will be created, making the design, manufacture logic

that will  be used and game testing application. There are Analysis and

Design is  stage to  recognize  the workings of  this  application.  Creating

Designer is making design of this project. Creating Logic is giving logic for

each design is created. And them Testing is stage to run this project.

Chapter  4  contains  an  explanation  of  the  steps  in  making  this

project  using a flowchart.  This  chapter  also contains the design of  the

project are made in three modes, namely normal, hard, insane.

Chapter 5 provides an explanation of the logic of the application.

Contains blocks that are connected and the block will form the function to

run this application. This application has been tested using a smart phone

and found some errors while running.
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